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Abstract
In network design problems with deadlines/delay, an algorithm must make transmissions over time
to satisfy connectivity requests on a graph. To satisfy a request, a transmission must be made that
provides the desired connectivity. In the deadline case, this transmission must occur inside a time
window associated with the request. In the delay case, the transmission should be as soon as possible
after the request’s release, to avoid delay cost.
In FOCS 2020, frameworks were given which reduce a network design problem with dead-
lines/delay to its classic, offline variant, while incurring an additional competitiveness loss factor of
O(log n), where n is the number of vertices in the graph. Trying to improve upon this loss factor is
thus a natural research direction.
The frameworks of FOCS 2020 also apply to set cover with deadlines/delay, in which requests
arrive on the elements of a universe over time, and the algorithm must transmit sets to serve them.
In this problem, a universe of sets and elements is given, requests arrive on elements over time, and
the algorithm must transmit sets to serve them.
In this paper, we give nearly tight lower bounds for set cover with deadlines/delay. These lower
bounds imply nearly-tight lower bounds of Ω(log n/ log log n) for a few network design problems,
such as node-weighted Steiner forest and directed Steiner tree. Our results imply that the frameworks
in FOCS 2020 are essentially optimal, and improve quadratically over the best previously-known
lower bounds.
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1 Introduction
Network Design with Deadlines
In network design problems with deadlines, one is given a set of connectivity requests. Each
connectivity request has an associated time window, starting with a release time and ending
with a deadline. The input also contains items, with associated costs; usually, these items
are some characteristic of a given graph, such as the edges or the nodes. A solution consists
of a set of transmissions, taking place at various points in time, where each transmission is
of some set of items. Such a solution is feasible if for every connectivity request, there exists
a transmission which occurs within the request’s time window, and provides the connectivity
desired by the request.
This general description captures many network design problems. Two concrete examples
are node-weighted Steiner forest and directed Steiner tree, both of which are considered in
this paper.
In node-weighted Steiner forest with deadlines, the items are the nodes of a given graph,
with associated costs. A connectivity request is of some pair of terminal nodes in the
graph, demanding that a connection be made between these nodes. A set of items (i.e.
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nodes) which satisfies a request must contain a path connecting the request’s terminal
nodes; such a set must be transmitted within the request’s time window to satisfy that
request.
In directed Steiner tree with deadlines, the items are the edges of a directed graph, with
associated costs. A unique node in the graph is designated as the root of the graph;
each connectivity request is of some terminal node, demanding its connection to the
root node. A set of items (i.e. edges) which satisfies a request must contain a directed
path connecting the request’s terminal node to the root. Such a satisfying set must be
transmitted within the request’s time window for the solution to be feasible.
Network design with deadlines has been studied in the online setting, in which the
algorithm constructs a solution as time advances, deciding at each point in time whether
(and what) to transmit at that time. Each request is revealed to the algorithm at the
request’s release time. In line with previous work, we consider the clairvoyant model, where
all parameters of the request are revealed at release time (in particular its deadline).
A more general model is network design with delay. In this model, each request has
a (nondecreasing, continuous) delay function in lieu of a deadline. Each request can be
served by a satisfying transmission after its release time. However, in addition to the cost of
transmissions, a solution must also pay the delay cost of each request – the value of its delay
function at the time of the earliest transmission which satisfies it (after its release time).
This model can easily be seen to generalize the deadline model.
In [8], a framework for network design problems with deadlines is presented. This
framework is in fact a polynomial-time reduction from online network design with deadlines
to offline, classic network design: given a γ-approximation algorithm for the offline problem,
the framework yields an O(γ log |U |)-competitive algorithm for the online problem with
deadlines, where U is the set of items. For most problems, in which the items are either the
nodes or edges of a given simple graph G = (V, E), we have that log |U | = O(log n) – we
only consider such problems in this paper. A similar framework for network design with
delay is also given in [8], also based on a reduction with O(log n) loss1.
In [8], a lower bound of Ω(
√
log n) is given on the competitiveness of any (randomized)
algorithm for specific network design problems (node-weighted Steiner tree and directed
Steiner tree). This implies that every reduction incurs a loss factor of Ω(
√
log n) (indeed,
this information-theoretic lower bound applies even when we allow exponential time, which
admits a 1-approximation for the offline problem). This leaves a quadratic gap between the
upper and lower bounds; a natural research question would be to close this gap. In this
paper, we give a negative answer to this question; in fact, we show that the framework of [8]
is essentially tight.
Set Cover with Deadlines
The lower bounds of Ω(
√
log n)-competitiveness for node-weighted Steiner tree and directed
Steiner tree stem from a lower bound for the problem of set cover with deadlines, which is
a special case of both problems. In the problem of set cover with deadlines, one is given a
universe which consists of a set of elements E and a collection S of subsets from E, where
the sets have costs. The input contains a set of requests, such that each request has an
1 The reduction for the delay case given in [8] is to the prize-collecting offline problem, a similar offline
problem which is almost always approximable to the same degree as the classic offline problem (up to
some small constant).
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associated element in E and a time window (release time and deadline). A solution consists
of a set of transmissions, each of which occurs at some point in time, and consists of some
set in S. A solution is feasible if the associated element of every request belongs to the set
of some transmission which occurs during the request’s time window. While not classically
considered a network design problem, the set cover with deadlines problem does conform
to the model of this paper: the sets are the items of the problem, and the requests are of
specific elements.
Set cover with deadlines is indeed a special case of both node-weighted Steiner forest
with deadlines and directed Steiner tree with deadlines, as seen by folklore reductions. In
both reductions, the set cover input is reduced to graph comprising a root node, “set” nodes
and “element” nodes, where the root node must connect to “element’ nodes through the “set”
nodes; see [8] for a full description of these reductions.
The best known lower bounds for competitiveness in the set cover with deadlines problem,
described in [3], are Ω(
√
log ℓ) and Ω(
√
log m), where ℓ and m are the number of elements













In this paper, we present lower bounds for three network design problems with deadlines
which are tight up to a log log factor. For set cover with deadlines or delay, where ℓ and m
are the number of elements and sets respectively, we prove the following theorem.










lower bounds on the competitiveness
on any randomized online algorithm for set cover with deadlines (or delay).
For node-weighted Steiner tree with deadlines and directed Steiner tree with deadlines or
delay, for a graph with n vertices, we prove the following theorems.





lower bound on the competitiveness on any
randomized online algorithm for node-weighted Steiner tree with deadlines (or delay).





lower bound on the competitiveness on any
randomized online algorithm for directed Steiner tree with deadlines (or delay).
The lower bounds of Theorems 1.1–1.3 are nearly tight – the framework of [8] implies
O(log n)-competitive algorithms for both node-weighted Steiner forest with deadlines and
directed Steiner tree with deadlines, as well as O(log m)- and O(log ℓ)-competitive algorithms
for set cover with deadlines2.
We prove the lower bounds of Theorems 1.1–1.3 for the deadline case only; as deadlines
are a special case of delay, the lower bounds apply to the delay model as well.
1.2 Our Techniques
The lower bounds of this paper stem from describing a sequence of adversaries (A0,A1, · · ·)
for set cover with deadlines. As we advance in this sequence, we describe adversaries that
use a larger universe, and force a worse a competitive ratio on the online algorithm. The
growth rate of the universe (ℓ and m) together with the growth rate of the competitive ratio
yields the desired lower bound.
2 Note that the O(log ℓ)-competitive algorithm is not a direct application of the framework of [8], but
requires a simple observation.
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We construct each adversary Ai recursively from the description of Ai−1. The universe
of Ai, the elements Ei and sets Si, consists of multiple copies of Ei−1 and Si−1, but these
copies are interleaved in a way that creates increasing difficulty for the algorithm with each
iteration. As for requests, Ai makes recursive calls to Ai−1 on copies of Ei−1 (which appear
inside Ei) which have the structure of Ai−1 locally – specifically, restricting the sets of Si to
this copy of Ei−1 yields a copy of Si−1.
While the recursive nature of the construction is similar to the adversary in [3], the
underlying idea is different: in [3], the main idea of the adversary was to present the algorithm
with two options for sets, an “expensive” option (which serves some additional long-term
requests) and a “cheap” option (which only serves the most urgent requests). The idea
was to exploit the fact that the algorithm doesn’t know whether investing in preparation
for the future would pay off. However, our construction relies on a different principle – we
present the algorithm with many different options for sets (the number of which grows
logarithmically with the universe), the costs of which are identical (i.e. there is no cheap
option). The online algorithm will either pick some small number of these options (in which
case it would probably miss the correct one), or pick many of these options (which would be
very expensive compared to the optimal solution).
1.3 Related Work
Classic online variants for network design problems have been studied extensively in the past.
In such variants, the requests arrive over a sequence, and the items are bought rather than
transmitted, such that a bought item can be used until the end of the input sequence. Some
such problems were studied in [26, 23, 9, 29, 24, 1].
The relationship between this classic online and network design with deadlines is inter-
esting: the clairvoyant deadlines model, considered in this paper, is more closely related to
the offline problem (as shown in [8]), and can be much easier than the classic online variant.
However, the nonclairvoyant deadlines model, where the deadline becomes known only at
the end of the request’s time window, is as hard as the classic online variant: the reduction
showing this for set cover appears in [3].
The online set cover with deadlines/delay problem was first presented by Carrasco et
al. [19], who gave tight upper- and lower-bounds of logarithmic competitiveness in the
number of requests in the input. In [3], bounds referring to the size of universe (sets and
elements) were given, including an O(log ℓ log m)-competitive algorithm. This upper bound
of O(log ℓ log m) applies to the nonclairvoyant setting. As nonclairvoyant set cover with
deadlines/delay generalizes the classic online set cover, this algorithm is thus optimal for the
class of polynomial, randomized algorithms, conditioned on NP ⊊ BPP [28].
A specific network design problem which was previously considered is facility location with
deadlines/delay. In this problem, requests arrive on the nodes of a graph, and a transmission
consists of a facility at some node, to which some pending requests are connected. In [7],
O(log2 n)-competitive randomized algorithms for facility location with deadlines/delay were
presented, which only worked for the uniform case (i.e. identical facility opening costs), where
n is the number of nodes in the graph. These results were then improved to deterministic
O(log n)-competitive algorithms for both deadlines and delay in [8].
Another network design problem with deadlines/delay is multilevel aggregation, which is
in fact Steiner tree with deadlines/delay where the underlying metric space is a tree. This
problem was first presented by Bienkowski et al. [10], as a generalization to the previously
studied TCP acknowledgement [20, 27, 17] and joint replenishment [18, 15, 11] problems.
The algorithm of Bienkowski et al. had competitiveness which was exponential in the depth
of the tree D. This was first improved to O(D) for the deadline case by Buchbinder et al. [16]
and then to O(D2) for the general delay case by [7].
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Other problems with deadlines/delay, outside of network design, have also seen significant
interest. The k-server problem with delay was presented in [5], and studied in [14, 7, 25].
Interestingly, this problem is related to the network design problem of multilevel aggregation,
as discussed in [7].
Min-cost perfect matching with delays, presented in [21] is another such problem. This
problem is only tractable for specific delay functions (e.g. linear and concave), and is studied
in [2, 22, 21, 4, 12, 13, 6].
2 Preliminaries
Since our results for node-weighted Steiner forest and directed Steiner tree stem from our
result for set cover through a folklore reduction, we only provide a formal description for set
cover with deadlines.
Set cover with deadlines
In the set cover with deadlines problem, one is given a universe which consists of elements E
and a collection of sets S, such that s ⊆ E for every s ∈ S. In addition, each set s ∈ S has a
cost c(S). Additionally, the input contains a set of requests Q. Each request q ∈ Q has an
associated element eq ∈ E, a release time rq and a deadline dq (such that rq < dq).
A solution for the input is some collection of (instantaneous) transmissions {T1, · · · , Tk}
at various points in time, such that each transmission is of some set sT . The cost of this
solution is
∑k
i=1 c(sTi), i.e. the sum of costs of transmitted sets. Note that a set can be
transmitted more than once in a solution; in this case, the set’s cost is incurred more than
once. A solution is feasible if for each request q ∈ Q, there exists a transmission T at some
time between rq and dq such that eq ∈ sT . In words, a set containing the element requested
by q must be transmitted within q’s time window.
Rigorously, the events at time t occur in the following order: first, any transmitted sets
at t serve pending requests; then, any request q with rq = t is released. Thus, in order to
serve a request q, a transmission must take place in the half-open time window (rq, dq]. We
remark that the results of this paper hold for any choice of order, and that our specific order
is chosen for ease of presentation. (Indeed, our lower bound can be stated with distinct
release/deadline times, which would bypass this issue.)
The online setting
An online algorithm receives the universe (i.e. E, S and {c(s)}s∈S) up front, while the requests
Q are revealed to the algorithm as time advances. Specifically, each request q ∈ Q appears
to the online solution only upon its release time rq. We consider the clairvoyant model, in
which all parameters of the request q are revealed at rq (in particular its deadline dq).
At any point in time, the algorithm is allowed to make a transmission T of any set s
(thus incurring a cost of c(s)).
3 Lower Bound for Set Cover
In this section, we describe and analyze an oblivious adversary for set cover with deadlines,
which we then use to prove Theorems 1.1–1.3.
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We define the sequence (ℓi)∞i=0 recursively by ℓ0 := 1 and by ℓi := (6i + 1)ℓi−1 for i > 0.
Similarly, we define the sequence (mi)∞i=0 recursively by m0 := 1 and by mi := 4i ·mi−1 for
i > 0. We prove the following lemma.
▶ Lemma 3.1. For every index i, there exists an oblivious adversary Ai which generates a
set cover with deadlines instance on a universe with ℓi elements and mi sets, such that any
deterministic algorithm is at least Ω(i)-competitive against Ai.
Lemma 3.1, together with Yao’s principle and some folklore reductions, is later used to
prove Theorems 1.1–1.3.
3.1 The Set Cover Adversary
To prove Lemma 3.1, we now introduce the oblivious adversary Ai. This adversary Ai
provides a universe with elements Ei and set collection Si. The adversary always provides
unweighted instances, i.e. the cost of every set in Si is always 1.
The Universe of Ai
In the base case of i = 0, we have a universe of a single element, (E0 = {e}) and a single set
(S0 = {s}).
For i > 0, we construct the universe of Ai recursively from the universe of Ai−1. Define
bi := 2i. The set Ei contains copies of elements from Ei−1. Specifically, each element
e ∈ Ei−1 has the following copies:
1. The copy es (define Esi−1 := {es|e ∈ Ei−1}). This copy is called the special copy.
2. The bi copies ea,1, · · · , ea,bi (for every j, define Ea,ji−1 :=
{
ea,j
∣∣e ∈ Ei−1}). These are
called the ancillary copies of elements.
3. The bi copies ep,1, · · · , ep,bi (for every j, define Ep,ji−1 :=
{
ep,j
∣∣e ∈ Ei−1}). These are
called the positive copies of elements.
4. The bi copies en,1, · · · , en,bi (for every j, define En,ji−1 :=
{
en,j
∣∣e ∈ Ei−1}). These are
called the negative copies of elements.
The elements of the instance of Ai are defined as













We can now observe that |Ei| = (3bi + 1)|Ei−1| = (6i + 1)|Ei|. Since |E0 = 1|, for every i we
have |Ei| = ℓi, as required by Lemma 3.1.
Figure 1 shows the elements of A0 (upper left), A1 (lower left) and A2 (right). Each
element in A1 and A2 is a copy of an element from the universe of the previous adversary;
each copy is special (purple), ancillary (brown), positive (blue) or negative (red).
As for the sets, each set s ∈ Si−1 has the following copies in Si:





es, ea,j , ep,j
}
(for each j, we define Sp,ji−1 :=
{
sp,j






Figure 1 The Elements of A0, A1 and A2.











(for each j, we define Sn,ji−1 :=
{
sn,j
∣∣s ∈ Si−1}). These copies are called the negative
copies of sets.
Note that holds that |Si| = 2bi · |Si−1| = 4i · |Si−1|. Combined with the fact that |S0| = 1,
for every i we have |Si| = mi, as required by Lemma 3.1.
Figure 2 shows some (not all) of the sets in A0, A1 and A2. The gray set in S0 is the
only set of that universe. The blue and red sets in S1 are positive and negative copies of the
gray set, respectively. The purple set in S2 is a positive copy of the red set. The green set in
S2 is a negative copy of the blue set.
Request sequence of Ai
We now describe the sequence of requests generated by Ai.
Recursive calls to Ai−1
For i > 0, the adversary Ai relies on recursive calls to Ai−1. Note that the elements Ei
comprise copies of Ei−1 (Esi−1, E
p,j
i−1, et cetera). Thus, for any copy E′i−1 of Ei−1, it is
well-defined to call Ai−1 on E′i−1: we release a request on a copy e′ ∈ E′i−1 of e ∈ Ei−1
whenever a request is released on e by Ai−1.
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Figure 2 Some Example Sets in A0, A1 and A2.
For abbreviation, we use the superscript denoting the copy of the elements on the




As we would like to pack multiple recursive Ai−1 adversaries into one timeline, we would like
to bound each Ai−1 by some time interval, so that we can charge the algorithm for solving
each Ai−1 disjointly.
Define Ti for i ≥ 0 recursively by T0 = 1 and Ti = 2bi · Ti−1. Informally, Ti defines a
time interval which contains Ai; formally, each request q which Ai can possibly release has
[rq, dq] ⊆ [0, Ti] (this can be verified for the construction of Ai we describe next).
Requests of Ai
For the case that i = 0, the adversary releases at time 0 a single request q on the single
element in E0, such that dq = 1.
For the case of i > 0, the adversary Ai is given in Procedure 1; we now provide a verbal
description of that procedure. The adversary Ai uses bi phases, each of which takes 2Ti−1
time, and makes two recursive calls to Ai−1. In the beginning of each phase k, “background”
requests are released on the elements in some positive copies of Ei−1, with deadlines at the
end of the phase (i.e. 2Ti−1 time after release). These requests are released on copies of Ei−1
whose index is in some set M , where M initially consists of all bi indices of positive copies of
Ei−1. In the first half of each phase, i.e. the first Ti−1 time units, Ai calls Asi−1 (and waits
Ti−1 time for its completion). Then, Ai chooses an index jk to remove from M , and calls
An,jki−1 which occurs in the second half of the phase.
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Intuitive Explanation
The intuition behind this construction of Ai is the following. When the online algorithm
handles the first recursive call in a phase, it has some choices to make. First, it has the
standard choices to make when addressing Ai−1 – that is, which sets from Si−1 to transmit.
In addition, for each set in Si−1 that it wishes to transmit, it must choose the appropriate
copy from Si. Note that the only copies of a set s ∈ Si−1 which can be used to solve Asi−1
are the positive copies, i.e. sp,j for some index j; moreover, since this first recursive call
is on the special copies, all choices of j are possible. (The purpose of the special copies is
exactly this: to be at the intersection of positive copies of sets, and force the algorithm to
make a choice.)
However, transmitting these positive copies of sets serves an additional purpose – serving
the background requests on M . For this reason, the online algorithm should choose to
transmit sp,j for some j ∈M . But note that for earlier phases, the set M is rather large –
its size is Ω(i). The size of M prohibits the algorithm from transmitting every positive copy
in M of every set – otherwise, the algorithm would incur a great cost. Instead, the algorithm
must focus on a small subset of M , which leaves many background requests unsatisfied.
The optimal solution, on the other hand, is provided a “shortcut”: it uses the second
recursive call of the phase, which is to An,jki−1 , to serve all background requests except for
those on Ep,jki−1 . The requests on E
p,jk
i−1 are served by the optimal solution in the first recursive
call to Asi−1, where the solution only transmits copies from S
p,jk
i−1 . Note that such efficient
handling of the background requests cannot be achieved by the online algorithm, since it
does not have knowledge of jk during the first half of phase k.
Near the end of a phase, when the online algorithm has (with high probability) a large
amount of pending background requests to serve, the algorithm must incur the cost of an
(offline) set cover for those pending requests; the only purpose of ancillary element copies
is to keep the cost of this offline cover large, which ensures high costs for the algorithm.
(Specifically, the ancillary element copies ensure that each positive set copy s has an element
unique to s, which forces s to be part of the offline set cover; this is used in Proposition 3.4.)
Procedure 1 Adversary Ai.
1 Function CreateInstance
2 Start with M ← {1, 2, · · · , bi}.
3 for k from 1 until bi do
// Start phase k at time 2(k − 1)Ti−1, by releasing background requests and
calling Asi−1.
4 For every j ∈M , release a request on every element in Ep,ji−1, with a deadline
that’s 2Ti−1 time in the future.
5 Call Asi−1 and wait Ti−1 time until its completion.
// Ti−1 time after the start of phase k, call the second Ai−1 on a random
negative copy of Ei−1.
6 Choose jk ∈M uniformly at random from M .
7 Call An,jki−1 and wait Ti−1 time until its completion.
8 Set M ←M\{jk}.
The timeline of a possible instance created by A2 is shown in Figure 3. This figure shows
b2 = 4 phases, each of which contains two calls to Ai−1. In this figure, A2 randomly chose the
permutation (4, 2, 1, 3) of the elements of [b2]. The arrows above each phase show the release
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Figure 3 Request Timeline of A2.
times and deadlines of background requests – these requests are released at the beginning of
each phase, and have deadlines at the end of the phase. Above the arrows are the sets of
elements on which background requests are released.
3.2 Analysis
We now analyze the adversary described above, thus proving Lemma 3.1.
The Optimal Solution
The following lemma describes the optimal solution for instances generated by the adversary
Ai. Not only do they have a low cost relative to the algorithm, but they also buy every set
exactly once, which is useful due to recursion.
▶ Lemma 3.2. For every i, and for every instance generated by Ai, there exists an offline
solution that buys every set in Si exactly once, and thus has cost mi.
Proof. The proof is by induction on i. For i = 0, the adversary Ai releases a single request
on a single element at time 0, with deadline at time 1. Thus, transmitting the single set in
m at any time during the interval (0, 1] is a feasible solution.
Assume that the lemma holds for Ai−1 – i.e. there exists an offline solution sol which
buys every set in Si−1 exactly once.
Now, consider an instance generated by Ai. This instance was generated in bi phases,
each associated with some index in [bi] (the index chosen randomly by Ai in this phase).
These indices form a permutation on the elements of [bi], and we write them as a sequence
(jk)bik=1, such that jk is the index chosen by Ai in phase k.
We now describe an offline solution for the instance generated by Ai. Upon phase k,
consider the call to Asi−1 in the beginning of the phase. In the original universe of Ai−1,
i.e. Ei−1 and Si−1, the induction hypothesis implies that there exists an offline solution sol
for this instance which transmits every set of Si−1 exactly once. Thus, a solution for Asi−1
would be to transmit any positive copy of the set s whenever sol transmits s. Our offline
solution to Ai will transmit only the positive copies of index jk, i.e. sp,jk instead of s.
As for the call to An,jki−1 , which is the second recursive call in phase k, we use a similar
argument: we use the offline solution sol for Ai−1 in the original universe of Ai−1, and
transmit sn,jk whenever sol transmits j.
Observe that this offline solution for the instance generated by Ai is feasible:
The requests inside recursive calls to Ai are satisfied from the induction hypothesis.
The requests outside recursive calls, i.e. the background requests released in the beginning
of the phase, are also satisfied: in each phase k, we transmit all sets in Sp,jki−1 (which satisfy
all requests on Ep,jki−1 ) and S
n,jk
i−1 (which satisfy all requests on E
p,j
i−1 for every j ̸= jk).
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Now note that all sets in Si are bought exactly once: this is since in phase k the algorithm
buys all sets from Sp,jki−1 and S
n,jk
i−1 exactly once (and no other sets). Since (jk)
bi
k=1 are a
permutation of [bi], this yields the desired claim. ◀
The Cost of the Algorithm
We now bound the expected cost of the algorithm. For every i, define ci := i8 . The main
result here is the following lemma.
▶ Lemma 3.3. For every i, and for every deterministic online algorithm ALG against the
adversary Ai, it holds that the expected cost of the algorithm during the interval (0, Ti] is at
least ci ·mi (where the expectation is over the random choices of Ai).
We prove Lemma 3.3 by induction. For the base case of i = 0, note that this trivially
holds for Ai: the algorithm must transmit a set during (0, 1] at cost 1, which is more than
1
8 . For every i > 0, assuming that the lemma holds for i − 1, we prove the lemma for Ai.
We also henceforth fix ALG to be the online deterministic algorithm which runs against
the adversary Ai. Slightly abusing notation, we also use ALG to refer to the cost of the
online algorithm during the interval (0, Ti]; indeed, costs outside this interval are irrelevant
to Lemma 3.3.
First, we show an important property of the universe of Ai. For every universe with
elements E and sets S, denote by sc(E, S) the cost of the optimal (classic, offline) set cover
solution for this universe. For all (reasonable) universes, buying all sets is a feasible set cover
solution; Proposition 3.4 shows that for the universe of Ai, buying all sets is in fact the only
solution.
▶ Proposition 3.4. For every i, it holds that sc(Ei, Si) = mi.
Proof of Proposition 3.4. Clearly, buying each set in Si is a feasible solution of cost mi. It
now show that each set must be bought, which proves the proposition. To this end, we prove
that for each set s ∈ Si there exists an element e ∈ Ei such that e is in s, but in no other set
in Si. If this indeed holds for each s ∈ Si, each set must be bought, completing the proof.
We prove this claim by induction on i. For the base case of i = 0 this trivially holds.
Now, for i > 0, assume that for each set s̄ ∈ Si−1 there exists an element in Ei−1 which is in
s̄ and in no other set in Si−1.
Now, consider any set s ∈ Si. This set is a copy of some set s̄ ∈ Si−1, for which the
induction hypothesis provides an element ē ∈ Ei−1 which is in s̄ and not in any other set
in Si−1.
1. If s is a positive copy of s̄, i.e. s = s̄p,j for some j, then observe the element e := ēa,j ∈ Ei.
It holds that e is in s but in no other set in Si.
2. If s is a negative copy of s̄, i.e. s = s̄n,j for some j, then observe the element e := ēn,j ∈ Ei.
It holds that e is in s but in no other set in Si
This completes the proof of the claim, and thus the proposition. ◀
Note again that Proposition 3.4 refers to the offline cost of covering the universe of Ai;
this is not the same as the cost of the optimal solution against Ai (for example, ancillary
copies in the universe are never requested by Ai, and are only useful for future recursion).
We would now like to give a lower bound for the expected cost of the algorithm at each
phase. For every phase k, let ALGk be the cost of ALG during the phase k, i.e. during the
time interval ((2k − 2)Ti−1, 2kTi−1].
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▶ Lemma 3.5. For every phase k, it holds that:





2. If k > bi2 , then E[ALGk] ≥ ci−1 · 2mi−1
Proof. Fix any phase k, which starts at time τ := 2(k − 1) · Ti−1. For this proof, fix the
set of random choices made by Ai until the start of phase k; henceforth in the proof the
expectations are thus only on random choices from phase k onwards. Since we bound the
expected cost of the algorithm for every possible set of choices made up to phase k by Ai,
this lower bound also applies in expectation over those choices.
Let M denote the value of the variable of the same name in Ai at the beginning of phase
k (recall that M ⊆ [bi] is a set of indices). Since we have fixed the random choices of Ai
before phase k, the set M is some fixed set.
We divide the transmissions made by the algorithm during the phase into three disjoint
parts:
Part P1: transmissions of positive sets during (τ, τ + Ti−1] (the first half of the phase).
Part P2: transmissions of negative sets from Sn,jki−1 during (τ + Ti−1, τ + 2Ti−1] (the
second half of the phase).
Part P3: transmissions not in P1, P2.
We denote the number of transmissions in Pℓ (equivalently: the total cost of such transmis-
sions) by Cℓ.
Part P1. Observe that the positive sets are the only sets that can be used for Asi−1 in
the first part of the phase. Also note that intersecting all positive sets with Esi−1 yields a




i−1, there exists a
set s′ ∈ Si−1 such that
s ∩ Esi−1 = {es|e ∈ s′}
(specifically, the set s′ is such that s is a positive copy of s′)
Thus, covering the elements of Esi−1 with these sets is as hard as covering the elements of
Ei−1 with Si−1. Now, recall the induction hypothesis made for Lemma 3.3, which implied
that the expected cost of this part of the algorithm is at least ci−1 ·mi−1.
Part P2. Note that the sets of Sn,jki−1 are the only sets that contain elements from E
n,jk
i−1 ,
and are thus the only sets that can be used to serve An,jki−1 . Also note that intersecting the
sets of Sn,jki−1 with the elements E
n,jk
i−1 yields a collection of sets which is identical to Si−1 (in
a similar way to the argument for P1) We can thus again apply the induction hypothesis,
and see that the expected cost of the algorithm in buying the sets of Sn,jki−1 must be at least
ci−1 ·mi−1.
Combining Parts P1 and P2, we have
E[C1] + E[C2] ≥ ci−1 · 2mi−1 (1)
Equation (1) immediately implies the second claim of this lemma. It remains to prove
the first claim.
Assume henceforth that k ≤ bi2 . If it holds that E[C1] ≥
bi












· 2mi−1, which completes
the proof of the second claim.
We therefore assume henceforth that E[C1] < bi4 ·mi−1.
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Part P3. Consider the background requests of phase k which were released on Ep,ji−1, for any





= mi−1. Thus, the algorithm has to transmit at least mi−1 sets that contain
elements from Ep,ji−1 during the phase.
Consider the sets transmitted in Part P1. These sets are all positive sets. Each such
positive set sp,j , for some j, does not contain any positive elements outside Ep,ji−1. Denote by
Cj1 the number of sets from S
p,j




1 . Then we know
that for each j ∈M we have that in P2 and P3 together, there must be at least mi−1 − Cj1
transmissions of sets containing elements from Ep,ji−1.
Now, observe that choosing j = jk, Part C2 transmits only sets from Sn,jki−1 , which do not
contain elements from Ep,jki−1 . This thus yields a lower bound of C3 ≥ mi−1 − C
jk
1 .




Pr(jk = j) · E
[
mi−1 − Cj1

























The second equality is due to the fact that Cj1 is independent of the choice of jk (indeed, the
choice of jk only affects the input from time τ + Ti−1). The second inequality is from the fact
that k ≤ bi2 , which implies that |M | ≥
bi
2 . The third inequality is from E[C1] <
bi
4 ·mi−1.
Combining this with Equation (1), we obtain






























2bi ·mi−1 = cimi
where the first inequality is due to applying Lemma 3.5 to the phases (using the stronger
claim for the earlier phases and the weaker claim for the later phases), and the final equality
uses the fact that mi = 2bi ·mi−1. ◀
Proof of Lemma 3.1. The lemma results immediately from Lemmas 3.2 and 3.3. ◀
3.3 Proofs of Theorems
We now use the construction above to prove the main theorems of this paper.
Proof of Theorem 1.1. Lemma 3.1 implies that any deterministic algorithm is Ω(i)-
competitive against Ai, which uses a universe of ℓi elements and mi sets. Yao’s principle
now implies that for every randomized online algorithm, there exists an instance with ℓi and
mi on which its competitive ratio is Ω(i).
For the set-based bound, note that mi = 4i · i! ≤ (4i)i, which implies i ≥ log mi4 log i . Now
observe that mi ≥ 2i and thus i ≤ log mi. Together with the previous observation, we have











For the element-based bound, note that 2i ≤ ℓi ≤ (7i)i. A similar argument thus yields










-competitiveness lower bound. ◀
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Proofs of Theorems 1.2 and 1.3. There exist folklore reductions from set cover to node-
weighted Steiner tree and directed Steiner tree, which reduce a set cover instance with ℓ
elements and m sets to graphs with ℓ + m + 1 nodes. These reductions carry over to the
deadline/delay setting (for a detailed description of these reductions, see e.g. [8]).
Now, Ai as described for set cover yields a graph with ℓi + mi + 1 nodes, which is at
most 3 · (7i)i nodes (and more than 2i nodes). Lemma 3.1, together with argument identical





on the competitiveness of any randomized
algorithm. ◀
4 Discussion and Open Problems
In this paper, we presented nearly-logarithmic lower bounds on competitiveness for some
network design problems with deadlines (which therefore also apply to the delay cases). In [8],
a framework is shown which solves every network design with deadlines problem using an
approximation algorithm for the corresponding offline problem, losing a logarithmic factor in
competitiveness; our results thus show that this logarithmic factor is nearly optimal.
However, the problems we consider in this paper might be tougher than other network
design problems with deadlines. While our paper shows that logarithmic loss in approximation
ratio is necessary for the general case, there exist many network design problems for which
no superconstant lower bound on competitiveness exists. Examples of such problems with
deadlines are (edge-weighted) Steiner tree and Steiner forest, facility location, and multicut.
Resolving the competitive ratio for these problems remains an interesting open problem.
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